
Student Representative Assembly Meeting 18D 
Sunday, June 24, 2018 at 1:00pm 

Council Chambers, GH111 
 
 
 

Called to Order at 4:58pm 
 
CALL OF THE ROLL 

Present Ahmed, Bertolo, Bishara, Bonk, Emmanual, Epifano, Espiritu, Farah, Florean, Gandzi, 
Grewal, Hackett, Ibrahim, Isah, Lee, MacLean, Oketch, Reddy, Robinson, Roshan, 
Salciccioli, Senthillmohan, Shingleton-Smith, N. Singh, S. Singh, Sykes, Tejpal, Villasis, 
Warwani 

Absent Excused:   
Absent Anderson, Arbess, Irfan, Kumaran, McIver, Rana 
Late   
Others Present:  Helen Zeng (2017-2018 Speaker)  
Chair Elizabeth Wong 

 
TERRITORY RECOGNITION 
 

▪ The SRA would like to recognize today that we are situated on traditional Haudenosaunee and 
Anishnaabe territories through the ‘Dish with One Spoon Wampum Treaty’. 

 
ADOPTION OF AGENDA 
 
Moved by Shingleton-Smith, seconded by Hackett that the Assembly adopt the agenda, as presented.  
 

Passes Unanimously 
 

Amendment 
Moved by Bertolo, seconded by Warwani that the Assembly add the following motion to Business: 
 
“Moved by ____, seconded by ____ that the Assembly open SRA seats on the following standing committees: 

▪ University Affairs (1) 
▪ Municipal Affairs (1)” 

 
Passes Unanimously 

 
Moved by Shingleton-Smith, seconded by Hackett that the Assembly adopt the agenda, as amended.  
 

Passes Unanimously 
 

ADOPTION OF MINUTES 
 
Moved by Warwani, seconded by Ahmed that the Assembly adopt the minutes from SRA meeting 18A – April 7 & 
8, 2018; 2018, 18B – April 22, 2018; and 18C – April 22, 2018, as circulated.  
 

Passes Unanimously 
REPORT PERIOD 
 
1.  OUSA WelCon – Bertolo presented 
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▪ Bertolo summarized the report.  
 
2.  OUSA Strat Con – Bertolo presented 
 

▪ Bertolo summarized the report.  
 
INFORMATION PERIOD 
 

▪ Hackett reported that the first charging station had just been built in MUSC. Five more were to be built 
around campus and will be installed by September. 

▪ Robinson reported that there was an MSU member seat open on the Sponsorship and Donations 
Committee through Executive Board. 

▪ Bertolo reported that the Education Team was hiring an Advocacy Coordinator. She asked if everyone 
could please share the graphics on social media. 

 
QUESTION PERIOD 
 

▪ Florean asked Robinson if the time of Sponsorship and Donations meetings had been set. Robinson 
responded that two full time staff sit on the committee so the meetings need to take place during work 
hours. The times of the meetings had not yet been determined.  

 
BUSINESS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES 
 
1.  Access to Mental Health Care and Training 
 
Moved by Epifano, seconded by Gandzi that the McMaster Students Union advocate for improved access to 
mental health care for students, as well as better implementation of the McMaster Mental Health and Well Being 
Strategy, including the addition of sexual assault response training to their "mental health first aid" training; and to 
extend this training to: 

▪ Welcome Week reps 
▪ Special Constables 
▪ On-Campus Security 
▪ Any Additional Hired Security (e.g. events) 

 
▪ Epifano stated that she thought this was something that the MSU does and will continue to do.  
▪ Gandzi stated that they went to Policy Con and this was touched on in the Sexual Violence Prevention and 

Response paper.  
 

Amendment 
Moved by Epifano, seconded by Bertolo that the McMaster Students Union advocate for improved access to 
mental health care for students, as well as better implementation of the McMaster Mental Health and Well Being 
Strategy, including the addition of sexual assault response training to their "mental health first aid" training; and to 
extend this training to: 

▪ Special Constables 
▪ On-Campus Security 
▪ Any Additional Hired Security (e.g. events) 

 
▪ Epifano stated that the MSU does this advocacy work and will continue to advocate that security has the 

necessary training. Welcome Week reps receive sexual violence and response training and mental health 
and peer support training already. Mental health first aid training has a lot of pros and cons so reps 
receive a general mental health and peer support training, as opposed to the specific first aid training. 
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▪ Florean stated that the MSU should be striving to provide the best services. She stated that taking out 
Welcome Week reps was not a good idea as it could be beneficial to look into giving them different, 
better training.  

 
Vote on Amendment 

In Favour: 23 Opposed: 2 Abstentions: 4 
Opposed: Ahmed, Florean 

Abstained: N. Singh, Sykes, Bishara, Oketch  
Motion Passes 

 
Vote on Main Motion 
 

In Favour: 28 Opposed: 0 Abstentions: 1 
Abstained: Oketch 

Motion Passes 
 

2.  Call to Condemn Proposed Anti-Disruption Guidelines 
 
Moved by Gandzi, seconded by Warwani that the following statement be adopted:  
 
Whereas; McMaster University has proposed a set of “anti-disruption” guidelines which aim to suppress student 
dissent on campus, 
 
Whereas; these proposed guidelines attempt to draw a distinction between protest which is “acceptable” and 
“unacceptable” to the university, 
 
Whereas; these proposed guidelines restrict tactics traditionally employed by campus activists, disproportionately 
affecting the ability of marginalized students and union members to be heard, 
 
Whereas; the administration condescends and dismisses student voices in their committee report, 
 
Whereas; these guidelines were assembled by a committee which is unrepresentative of the McMaster 
community, without proper consultation of affected parties, 
 
Be it resolved that; the McMaster Students Union call on the university to abandon the implementation of the 
anti-disruption guidelines. 
 
Be it further resolved that McMaster Students Union will demand transparency with regards to the ad-hoc 
committee on the guidelines and its decision-making, which may include but is not limited to meeting reports and 
information on how the committee was selected. 
 
Be it further resolved that the McMaster Students Union makes publicly accessible updates on its advocacy on this 
motion, through measures which may include but are not limited to having a Silhouette reporter present and 
publicly releasing minutes. 
 

▪ Gandzi stated that it was important to bring marginalized students to the table who will be affected by 
this policy. 

▪ Warwani stated that it was important to discuss motions brought forward at General Assembly.  
▪ Farah stated that she agreed with the spirit of the motion however looking at whether or not the vote will 

be in favour or opposed, she recommended the Assembly vote the motion down for various reasons. The 
University never called it an anti-disruption policy. It is not a policy at all, but rather a guidelines. People 
do not have to follow guidelines. She added that based off of conversations with the AVP Equity and 
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Inclusion, and Dr. Patrick Deane, she was aware the following groups were consulted: students, PACBIC, 
and the Equity and Inclusion office. She recommended that her position be used to advocate rather than 
the recommendations within the motion.  

▪ Oketch agreed with the spirit of the motion. They were concerned about the motion and asked the 
Assembly to vote it down. They stated that there was not enough current research and background to 
inform the University how to consult and change the guidelines.  

▪ Warwani read out the following statement on behalf of Michelle, the student who brought the motion 
forward to General Assembly: 
 
“While there were plenty of modifications made to phrasing and reorganization of the document, the gist 
of it as well as my concerns remain the same. The establishment of the guidelines is still a concession to 
the flood of right-wing attacks and criticisms made of the University [as well as harassment directed at 
university bodies and individuals] following what transpired last year. It still suggests that there are forms 
of dissent "unacceptable" to the university, or that students who have already been failed by 
conventional means of "discussion" or resolving issues of harm and violence are being told that the only 
means left to them to meaningfully dissent are also ‘unacceptable’.” 
 

▪ Isah stated that whether it is voted down or not the conversation should keep going for the sake of 
marginalized students and conversation on campus. 

▪ Farah stated that the updated guidelines happened after General Assembly. She asked for the Assembly 
to keep that in mind. She stated that it was a priority for her beginning on May 1 to discuss freedom of 
expression and the protection of it on campus. Farah suggested talking further about feedback in 
information period or a committee of the whole. She stated that she was meeting with Dr. Patrick Deane 
on Tuesday to continue the conversations. She felt the guidelines can help protect marginalized students 
and she would hate to see what happened at Hamilton Pride happen on McMaster campus.  

▪ At Hamilton Pride religious groups protested.  
▪ MacLean asked Farah to clarify what the repercussions are if a guidelines is broken. They cited Hamilton 

Pride as an example. MacLean ceded their time to Farah. Farah stated that that it was not a regulatory 
policy and recognize that McMaster and the MSU operate under an anti-harassment and anti-
discriminatory framework. 

▪ Epifano stated that a lot of the points in the guidelines are actually illegal. She gave the example that 
security would be involved if someone is harassed whether there are guidelines or not.  

▪ Bertolo added that in an event like Pride, the guidelines would allow for security to escort protestors out 
of the event, if requested by the Pride group. 

▪ Senthillmohan asked how the guidelines protect marginalized groups. They stated that in the previous 
example Bertolo mentioned security escorting protestors out of a Pride event, but the opposite scenario 
could also happen. They stated they did not understand how the guidelines could protect. 

▪ Isah asked what the intention of the guidelines are what they hope to achieve. 
▪ Farah asked for the Assembly to read the motion and recognize that it is now dated, and to recognize that 

the motion is what should be being discussed.  
▪ Florean asked Farah if there is an SRA seat on the Ad Hoc committee to be a part of the conversations. 

Florean ceded their time to Farah. Farah stated that from her understanding there is not an SRA seat. She 
stated that she could ask about adjusting the committee, but she warned the committee was created 
through the Senate so it could be a bit of a process. Farah stated that as the President and SRA member 
she is a student voice on this topic.  

▪ Florean asked Farah if the committee was still meeting. Florean ceded their time to Farah. Farah stated 
that the intent was to keep feedback open and keep the discussions open.  

▪ Florean stated that they were wondering about amending the motion to keep the motion alive. They 
suggested changing the motion to advocate for the University to remain consistently accountable for 
reviewing the guidelines rather than abandoning them.  

▪ MacLean suggested introducing a new motion in the same spirit.  
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Vote on Motion 
 

In Favour: 0 Opposed: 18 Abstentions: 11 
Opposed: Farah, Epifano, Robinson, Bertolo, S. Singh, N. Singh, Sykes, Bishara, Emmanual, Ahmed, Shingleton-

Smith, MacLean, Salciccioli, Gandzi, Roshan, Tejpal, Villasis, Lee 
Abstained: Ibrahim, Senthillmohan, Oketch, Reddy, Warwani, Bonk, Grewal, Florean, Espiritu, Isah, Hackett 

Motion Fails 
 
3.  Clubs without Membership Rules 
 
Moved by Oketch, seconded by Shingleton-Smith that the McMaster Students Union work with Graduate Student 
Association and the McMaster Association of Part-time Studies to create a system of clubs that do not have 
membership rules so that all students can participate equally in them. 
 

▪ Oketch stated that being involved in clubs is important no matter what phase of University someone is in. 
They stated it is important to acknowledge there are other forms of students on the campus as well. 

▪ Shingleton-Smith stated that it is worth discussing. 
▪ Florean stated that it is important to acknowledge that McMaster undergraduate students pay a fee and 

that is where clubs do get their funding from. Undergraduate students are paying for it. 
▪ Warwani stated that the Clubs department is large and that money comes from student fees and it would 

be unfair to give them access to the same services without paying. They stated that it would be putting a 
strain on the resources of the MSU to add graduate students and part-time time students. 

▪ Robinson clarified that graduate students and part time students are able to join any club as a general 
member and fully participate. Presidents and executive members must be undergraduate MSU members 
as they safeguard the money. He stated that as the MSU represents full time undergraduate students and 
it does not make sense for the MSU to initiate this type of conversation. 

▪ Oketch stated to keep in mind that an undergraduate student brought forward this conversation at 
General Assembly.  

▪ Shingleton-Smith asked Epifano if there were any talks about graduate students or part time students 
paying the fees as well. Shingleton-Smith ceded their time to Epifano. Epifano ceded their time to 
Robinson. Robinson responded that the conversation had happened in the past but their had never been 
a mutually beneficial relationship agreed upon. He stated that the MSU is still open to it and the GSA 
would be welcome to come to the table. 

▪ Epifano stated that the MSU has a very good relationship with both the GSA and MAPS. The MSU has 
actively worked with both to create their own clubs systems.  

 
Vote on Motion  
 

In Favour: 1 Opposed: 22 Abstentions: 6 
Opposed: Farah, Epifano, Robinson, Bertolo, N. Singh, Sykes, Bishara, Ibrahim, Emmanual, Reddy, Shingleton-

Smith, Warwani, Salciccioli, Gerwal, Gandzi, Tejpal, Florean, Espiritu, Villasis, Isah, Hackett, Lee 
Abstained: S. Singh, Senthillmohan, Ahmed, MacLean, Bonk, Roshan 

Motion Fails 
 

BUSINESS 
 

1.  Recess for Meetings of MSU and CFMU Incorporated 
 
Moved by Farah, seconded by Robinson that the Assembly recess for meetings of MSU and CFMU Incorporated. 
 

Passes Unanimously 
 
Recessed at 2:10pm 
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Called to Order at 2:42pm 
 
CALL OF THE ROLL 

Present Ahmed, Bertolo, Bishara, Bonk, Emmanual, Epifano, Espiritu, Farah, Florean, Gandzi, 
Grewal, Hackett, Ibrahim, Isah, Lee, MacLean, Oketch, Reddy, Robinson, Roshan, 
Salciccioli, Senthillmohan, Shingleton-Smith, N. Singh, S. Singh, Sykes, Tejpal, Villasis, 
Warwani 

Absent Excused:   
Absent Anderson, Arbess, Irfan, Kumaran, McIver, Rana 
Late   
Others Present:  Helen Zeng (2017-2018 Speaker)  
Chair Elizabeth Wong 

 
 
2.  Ratification of 2018-2019 DRO 
 
Moved by Oketch, seconded by Senthillmohan that the Assembly ratify Uwais Patel as the Deputy Returning 
Officer for 2018-2019. 
 

Passes Unanimously 
 
3.  Clubs Ratification 
 
Moved by Gandzi, seconded by Warwani that the Assembly ratify the new and returning clubs as circulated and 
recommended by the Clubs Administrator for the 2018-2019 academic year. 
 

Passes Unanimously 
 
4.  Open one (1) seat on Executive Board 
 
Moved by Farah, seconded by Salciccioli that the Assembly open one (1) seat on Executive Board. 
 

Passes Unanimously 
 
5.  Close one (1) seat on Executive Board 
 
Moved by Grewal, seconded by Salciccioli that the Assembly close one (1) seat on Executive Board. 
 
Nominations 

▪ N. Singh nominated Sykes – accepted 
▪ Florean nominated self 
▪ Hackett nominated Lee – declined 
▪ Grewal nominated self 

 
Vote on Motion 
 

Passes Unanimously 
 

Parameters 
Moved by Warwani that the Assembly set parameters for the Executive Board elections at one minute opening, 
two minutes pooled questions with a 30 second cap on questions.  
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This motion received no seconder and is therefore, out of order.  
 

▪ Candidates spoke. 
▪ Assembly voted by secret ballot.  

 

Candidate Vote  

Florean 12 

Grewal 7 

Sykes 9 

Spoiled 1 

Abstained 0 

 
▪ Florean won the seat on Executive Board.   

 
6.  Close one (1) MSU seat on Neighbourhood Assistance Advisory Council 
 
Moved by Hackett, seconded by Emmanual that the Assembly close one (1) MSU seat on Neighbourhood 
Assistance Advisory Council. 
 
Nominations 

▪ None  
 

7.  Close SRA seats on Other Committees 
 
Moved by Warwani, seconded by Salciccioli that the Assembly close SRA seats on the following Other Committees: 

▪ Neighbourhood Assistance Advisory Council (1) 
▪ Teaching Awards (2) 
▪ MSU Sustainability Education (1) 

 
Nominations for Neighbourhood Assistance Advisory Council  

▪ Tejpal nominated self 
 
Nominations for Teaching Awards 

▪ Ahmed nominated self 
▪ Grewal nominated self 

 
Nominations for MSU Sustainability Education  

▪ Senthillmohan nominated self 
 
Vote on Motion 
 

Passes Unanimously 
 

▪ Tejpal won the SRA seat on Neighbourhood Assistance Advisory Council by acclamation.  
▪ Ahmed and Grewal won the SRA seats on Teaching Awards committee by acclamation. 
▪ Senthillmohan won the SRA seat on the MSU Sustainability Education Committee by acclamation.  

 
Moved by Epifano, seconded by Sykes that the Assembly recess for 10 minutes. 
 

Passes Unanimously  
 

Recessed at 3:22pm 
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Called to Order at 3:32pm 
Call of the Roll was not completed.  
 
8.  Open three (3) SRA seats on the Student Activity Building Consultation Committee 
 
Moved by MacLean, seconded by Warwani that the Assembly open three (3) SRA seats on the Student Activity 
Building Consultation Committee.   
 

▪ MacLean read out a statement from the AVP Finance on the purpose of the committee.   
 
Vote on Motion 
 

Passes Unanimously 
 
9.  Open three (3) MSU seats on the Student Activity Building Consultation Committee 
 
Moved by MacLean, seconded by Sykes that the Assembly open three (3) MSU seats on the Student Activity 
Building Consultation Committee.   
 

Passes Unanimously 
 
10.  Close three (3) SRA seats on the Student Activity Building Consultation Committee 
 
Moved by Warwani, seconded by N. Singh that the Assembly close three (3) SRA seats on the Student Activity 
Building Consultation Committee. 
 
Nominations 

▪ Arbess 
▪ Sykes nominated Ibrahim – accepted 
▪ Farah nominated Bonk – accepted 
▪ Grewal nominated self 
▪ Irfan 

 
Vote to Close 
 

Passes Unanimously 
 
11.  Close three (3) MSU seats on the Student Activity Building Consultation Committee 
 
Moved by Salciccioli, seconded by Gandzi that the Assembly close three (3) MSU seats on the Student Activity 
Building Consultation Committee.   
 
Nominations 

▪ Urszula Sitarz  
▪ Jovan Sahi 
▪ Harneet Hothi  

 
Vote to Close 
 

Passes Unanimously 
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▪ Urszula Sitarz, Jovan Sahi and Harneet Hothi won the MSU seats on the Student Activity Building 
Consultation Committee by acclamation. 

 
Parameters  
Moved by Robinson that the Assembly set parameters for the Student Activity Building Consultation Committee 
SRA election as one minute opening statements, two minutes pooled questions, 30 second cap on questions. 
 

This motion received no seconder and is therefore, out of order.  
 
Amendment 
Moved by Florean that the Assembly set parameters for the Student Activity Building Consultation Committee SRA 
election as one minute opening statements, two minutes pooled questions, 45 second cap on questions. 
 

 This motion received no seconder and is therefore, out of order.  
 

▪ Candidates spoke. 
▪ Assembly voted by secret ballot.  

 

Candidate Vote  

Arbess 7 

Bonk 22 

Grewal 21 

Ibrahim 20 

Irfan 8 

Abstained 0 

Spoiled 1 

 
▪ Bonk, Grewal and Ibrahim won the SRA seats on the Student Activity Building Consultation Committee.  

 
12.  Open SRA seats on Standing Committees 
 
Moved by Warwani, seconded by Reddy that the Assembly open SRA seats on the following standing committees: 

▪ University Affairs (1) 
▪ Municipal Affairs (1) 

 
Passes Unanimously 

 
NEW BUSINESS 
 
Moved by Warwani, seconded by MacLean that the McMaster Students Union advocate to the university that 
continuous revisions be made to the "Freedom of Expression, Protest, and Dissent: Guidance for Event Organizers 
and Participants" guidelines based on active discussion, continuous consultation, and open dialogue with diverse 
McMaster students, particularly student groups representing marginalized groups on campus. 
 

▪ MacLean stated that they received concerned messages from constituents regarding the motion they 
previously voted down and they wanted to do something about it. MacLean stated they wanted to open 
to door to other students, not just those on the assembly to provide input. They stated that many 
students were not aware there was time to provide input, as it was not well advertised.  

▪ Warwani stated that the students groups that often represent marginalized students should be given the 
chance to be involved at a university level. 

▪ Bertolo asked about “continuous consultation”. Bertolo was not aware how the MSU could advocate for 
revisions on continuous basis and asked what the goal was. 
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▪ Florean asked if the Assembly was interested in an ad hoc committee being created to consult with 
students and then bring that information to the University.  

▪ Farah stated that it was a priority for her to continue to advocate for student voices on this issue. Farah 
stated that it was already her job to do as President, but would also be comfortable with an ad hoc 
committee being created if the Assembly wanted that. 

▪ MacLean felt the motion was also there to give a stance for the MSU as a whole.  
▪ Warwani understood that the motion was somewhat redundant based on the jobs of the Board. Warwani 

stated that while Farah took this on as a priority, another President could have chosen not to. Warwani 
stated that this motion would formalize the stance of the MSU.  

 
Amendment 
Moved by Bertolo, seconded by Hackett to amend the motion to read: 
“Moved by ___, seconded by___, that the McMaster Students Union advocate to the university to continue active 
discussion, consultation, and open dialogue with diverse McMaster students, particularly student groups 
representing marginalized groups on campus on the "Freedom of Expression, Protest, and Dissent: Guidance for 
Event Organizers and Participants" 
 

▪ Bertolo stated that this motion more accurately represents what Farah was working towards, while not 
allowing the document to need continuous amendments and allows conversations to continue after the 
guidelines have been passed. 

 
Vote on Amendment 

In Favour: 28 Opposed: 0 Abstentions: 1 
Abstained: Roshan 
Amendment Passes 

 
Vote on Motion 

In Favour: 25 Opposed: 0 Abstentions: 4 
Abstained: Oketch, Bonk, Roshan, Hackett 

Motion Passes 
TIME OF NEXT MEETING 
 

Sunday, July 15, 2018 
1:00pm 

Council Chambers, GH 111 
CALL OF THE ROLL 

Present Ahmed, Bertolo, Bishara, Bonk, Emmanual, Epifano, Espiritu, Farah, Florean, Gandzi, 
Grewal, Hackett, Ibrahim, Isah, Lee, MacLean, Oketch, Reddy, Robinson, Roshan, 
Salciccioli, Senthillmohan, Shingleton-Smith, N. Singh, S. Singh, Sykes, Tejpal, Villasis, 
Warwani 

Absent Excused:   
Absent Anderson, Arbess, Irfan, Kumaran, McIver, Rana 
Late   
Others Present:  Helen Zeng (2017-2018 Speaker)  
Chair Elizabeth Wong 

 
ADJOURNMENT  
 
Moved by, seconded by  that the meeting be adjourned. 
 

Passes by General Consent 
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Adjourned at   
 
 
/ef 


